On the evolution of X-chromosome inactivation in mammals and the clinical consequences to man--a hypothesis.
A clinical analysis of abnormal sex chromosome states in man suggests that Lyon's recent X-Y translocation hypothesis for the evolution of X-chromosome inactivation in mammals most likely would have lead to an evolutionary dead-end. Therefore, as an alternate I have hypothesized that: X-chromosome inactivation in somatic cells of mammals could have evolved by a complementary process of one by one heterozygous physical deletion in males and heterozygous inactivation in females of genes for "somatic" traits scattered throughout the genome whose effective output had become 50% excessive during prior evolution. However, this complementary process could occur safely only if the genes so deleted or inactivated first segregated by chance onto the evolving sex-chromosomes via a one by one reciprocal exchange for non-sex related genes already there. The complementary process thereby would allow slow evolution of the Y-chromosome in the male and X-chromosome inactivation in the female. Evolution of X-chromosome inactivation in this manner is compatible with Ohno's observation of "conservation" of the X-chromosome in mammals; and the occurrance of clinical "somatic" abnormalities in the abnormal X or Y chromosome states of man despite X-chromosome inactivation.